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Abstract
Politeness is one of the aspects in pragmatic studies that is still relevant to this day. In court trials, whether involving criminal or civil case trials, the speakers is bound by the court ethics. The legal mechanism includes legislation to guide and promote fairness involving the Evidence Act 1950, Criminal Procedure Code and Advocate (Practice and Etiquette) Rules 1988. It is crucial to utilize positive politeness to ensure justice in criminal trial. The current development raises concern on politeness strategies from the highest hierarchy to the lowest hierarchy in a criminal court trial. This study adopted a qualitative methodology applying the case content analysis approach. Therefore, this paper aimed to study the politeness strategies during the cross-examination in court trials based on the excerpt from the summary of a selected case. This study found that the politeness strategies in criminal trials is crucial in upholding fairness in judicial decisions.
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Introduction
Language plays an extremely important role in a courtroom trial whether it involves a civil case or a criminal case. Language usage in a courtroom is based on codes and ethics that demand decency and politeness during the trial.

Politeness has been interpreted as strategies to minimize conflict in social interaction (Lakoff, 1975). While Fraser and Nolan (1981:96) defined politeness is a communication contract use by the speakers and hearer as an effort to maintain congenial communication without triggering any conflict. In Malay language, politeness is not a strategies or communication contract, but it is a value to hold in an individual. Asmah (2000:88) stated that politeness is the use of everyday language that does not cause aggravation, resentment, and offense to the hearer.

A courtroom is a solemn place which requires parties to observe courtroom decorum by maintaining a respectful attitude at all times. The judges, prosecuting officers, counsels, witnesses and accused person must adhere to professional courtesy when communicating in court. The law regulates the mannerism in examination of witnesses. Sections 151 and 152 of the Evidence Act 1950 prohibit indecent or scandalous questions or inquiries in court. The court forbids offensive courtroom strategies which are intended to insult or annoy any parties. Counsels are also expected to observe the code of ethics in a trial. Rule 13 of the
Advocate (Practice and Etiquette) Rules 1988 states that a counsel should exercise to exercise good judgment in examining witnesses in a trial. A counsel should refrain from asking an insulting or annoying question to witnesses. This is especially when the line of questioning is attacking the character of a witness which is not necessary to the facts in issue (Rule 14 of the Advocate (Practice and Etiquette) Rules, 1988).

As a noble place, how is politeness strategies being employed in courtroom discourse to represent the institutional? And what is the politeness strategies, if there is any, are used in courtroom trial by the participants? Secondly, what is the illocutionary functions conveyed by the participants during the cross-examination? Finally, what might be the findings of this study could be conclude between daily conversation and legal language?

Previous studies show that the study of politeness strategies have been widely been discussed in several types of texts such as novel, film, advertisement, political speech/campaign; and genres academic, humour and others. This theoretical framework has been widely used in analysing various types and genres of text particularly relating social interaction such as politeness in request strategies (Rue, Zhang & Shin, 2007); politeness in compliment strategies (Golato, 2005); politeness in academic (Gunawan, 2014) and politeness in ICT communication (Mohammad, Davoudi, & Ramezan, 2016; Herri, Debby & Gunawan, 2019).

Even though, the research of politeness has been done more than 30 years since one of the pioneer studies was in late 1960s (Goffman, 1967) regarding the face-to-face behaviour in the risk of maintaining the face during the illocutionary functions or remarks in daily routine conversation), still this topic is relevant to be discuss especially in legal language. It is because, there were not many studies of politeness strategies in legal language especially focusing on court trial in Malaysia. One of the earliest studies of politeness strategies in courtroom language has been done by Cashion (1985) which focusing on politeness strategies used by the male and female judges during court trial from two civil case in Beverly Hills (California) Municipal Court. The transcribed data of 59 turns by the judge, 85 by the prosecuting attorney, 88 turns by the witness (the plaintiff), and 73 turns by the defence attorney was analysed based on the Brown and Levinson’s theory of politeness (1978). Cashion (1985) found that the female judges use more super polite forms; but there was a male judge use the most politeness strategies. This study concluded that there was a small number of significance differences based on gender, but if based on the status as a judge, there is no difference in terms of the use of politeness strategies.

Liao (2019) also employed the same theory of politeness strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1987) to analyse the courtroom language in civil and criminal trials in China. This study also adapted politeness model from Leech (1983) to analyse the illocutionary functions involved during the trials and Gu Yueguo (1998) of Politeness Principle for modern Chinese to study the courtroom trial in Chinese context. Liao (2019) concluded that politeness in courtroom discourse as a typical example of institutional discourse is fundamentally different from that in everyday conversation, and the findings turn out that various strategies and forms of politeness employed by the participants in the courtroom trial. The studies showed that, the judge used the politeness strategies in the whole process of trial especially during the court sentencing to the defendant as well as to the opposing lawyers.

Although, there were many scholars discussed about politeness strategies in Malaysia context such as in engagement ceremony (Noriati, 2013); radio talk show (Siti Nurbaya & Azirah, 2011); motivation speech (Abd. Ganing, 2015); and television program (Rohaidah et. al, 2014), but the study of politeness strategies in courtroom trial specifically in criminal case
are still under research compare with the scholars from abroad. Therefore, this study aims to analysing politeness strategies in courtroom specifically during the cross-examination of crime case. This study adapted the theory of politeness proposed by Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987) and illocutionary functions (Leech, 1983) to identify the language usage during the cross-examination.

**Politeness Strategies**

There are a few models of politeness proposed by prior scholars such as Cooperative Principle (Grice, 1975); Politeness Model (Lakoff, 1975); Politeness Principle (Leech, 1983); Conversational Contract (1990); and Politeness Theory (Brown & Levinson, 1978, 1987). Brown and Levinson’s theory of politeness (1978, 1987) have made significant contributions to the development of pragmatics studies and have been used extensively as a theoretical framework in politeness research. In this theory, Brown and Levinson state that every social interaction between speakers (S) and addressees/hearer (H) are related to ‘face’. Face is an individual's self-esteem. Goffman (1967:5) states the term face may be defined as the positive value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume, he has taken during a particular contract. Brown and Levinson (1978) claimed that everyone has positive face which signifies their actions and thoughts are recognized by others as something good, pleasant, worthwhile etc.; and negative face which implies that they will be rewarded for allowing them to be free to act without interference. In social interaction, S will avoid making face threatening acts (FTAs) that Brown and Levinson called as strategy 5: Don’t do the FTA (Refer to Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Politeness strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1987)](image)

Basically, there are four strategies of politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987) when a speaker performs the FTA which are:

- **Bald on record (baldly)** without redressive action considered impolite because the speaker does not attempt to minimize the FTA to the hearer.
  - (a) Positive politeness is a strategy to prioritise the hearer’s positive face and to show solidarity. The speaker normally has the power of higher status would use this strategy when converse with the hearer who has the least status.
(b) Negative politeness is a strategy to maintain the hearer’s negative face and to show a respect in social interaction. Negative politeness usually used by the speaker who have the least status from the addressee.

(c) Bald off record is a strategy to maintain the respect for the hearer’s negative face by using metaphors or irony; implicit statement such as proverbs. The speaker conveys the meaning vaguely to avoid the speaker being accountable by any interpretation.

**Illocutionary Function**

Different kinds and degrees of politeness are called for in different situations. Leech (1983:104) states that illocutionary functions may be classified into four types: (a) competitive; (b) convivial; (c) collaborative; and (d) conflictive. The first two types are the ones which chiefly involve politeness.

(a) Competitive: The politeness is of a negative character, and its purpose is to reduce the discord implicit in the competition between what S wants to achieve, and what is good manners. The goals are those which are essentially discourteous such as ordering, asking, demanding, begging etc.

(b) Convivial: The politeness is of a more positive form of seeking opportunities for comity and contrary of competitive. The goals are those essentially courteous such as offering, inviting, greeting, thanking, congratulating etc.

(c) Collaborative: This is which politeness is largely irrelevant because mostly this will involve written discourse. The illocutionary goal is indifferent to the social goal such as asserting, reporting, announcing, instructing etc.

(d) Conflictive: This is by nature is impolite because it is designed to cause offence. The illocutionary goal conflicts with the social goal such as threatening, accusing, cursing, reprimanding etc.

This study will refer to the Politeness Theory proposed by Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987) in terms of face and face wants, while when discussing about the illocutionary functions, the framework stated by Leech (1987) will be referred.

**Data and Methodology**

This study employed a qualitative method through content analysis based on the context of the court trial conveyed. The contextual in this study refers to the message context which means the indirectness and implicitness of the message itself. Message context is cues that convey implied and inferred meaning accompanying the utterance. Triandis (1972) mentioned indirect and implicit messages contain information hidden in the socio-cultural system. Or, in internal context-information contained within the individual (Hall, 1976).

Politeness is the study of how language is used to strategize the illocutionary functions during the conversation or social interaction. Hence, the type of data used in this study is utilized from authentic written data which is an excerpt of transcription of court trials from summary of case. The data was taken from excerpts in a summary of case Ahmad Norizan Mohamad v. PP (taken from CLJ Law). Excerpts from the summary was analysed based on the context in a courtroom trial of criminal case under sections 39B(1)(a) of the Dangerous Drugs Act 1952 for trafficking in cannabis and section 39A(2) and section 6 for possession of cannabis. This is an appeal from the accused (OKT) under section165 of Evidence Act 1950. Descriptive analysis of the context in this study should have the knowledge of speakers and
addressees’ status that involved in the conversation. Figure 2 show the background and status of speakers and addressees involved in this trial.

In order to discuss about the politeness strategies, there are three sociological factors need to be considered to explain the choice of politeness strategies and the level of the face threatening action which are: distance between speaker and listener; the power difference between the speaker and listener; and ranking of the seriousness of the face threat. Although neutral politeness should be expected in court trial, in fact politeness varies with the participants’ roles and status. Customarily, the judge possesses greater respect and the defendant, or the accused is the least. The abbreviations employed in the following excerpts are ‘S’ for a prosecutor/judge/lawyer, ‘J’ for an accused, ‘Mah’ for a judge and ‘TPR’ for a deputy public prosecutor. The utterances conveyed by the speakers and addresses were analysed based on the politeness strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1978, 1987) and illocutionary functions (Leech, 1983).

**Results and Discussion**

As mentioned earlier, courtroom is a solemn place which always requires parties to observe courtroom decorum by maintaining a respectful attitude. The utterances conveyed by the speakers were analysed based on the illocutionary functions (Leech, 1983) and politeness strategies (Levinson, 1978, 1987). The data that been discuss in this study was taken from the court proceedings of the summary case of Ahmad Norizan v. PP which is a criminal case under sections 39B(1)(a) of the Dangerous Drugs Act 1952 for trafficking in cannabis and section 39A(2) and section 6 for possession of cannabis.

**Bald on Record (Baldly)**

The learned judge baldly asked the accused during the cross-examination and drive him tight to the corner.

**Conflicitive – Criticizing**

The Excerpt 1 shows the used of a conflictive illocutionary function which is criticizing. As mentioned earlier, conflictive function by nature is impolite because it is designed to cause an offense towards the hearer especially when the speakers intentionally criticized the hearer. Liao (2019) stated that in a criminal trial, when the accused does not behave as well as expected, the prosecutor would criticize him or her as in the following where the accused was criticized for assuming a poor attitude. But in Excerpt 1, it shows that the learned judge (S) is the one who criticized the accused (J); and cynically criticized the answer given during the cross examination.

**Excerpt 1**

\begin{align*}
S & : \text{Apa sebenarnya hubungan kamu dengan Normira ini?} \\
J & : \text{Sebagai adik angkat dengan abang angkat sahaja, Yang Arif.}
\end{align*}
The learned judge also did the same thing when baldly interrupted the cross-examination between the prosecutor and the accused in the following excerpt. The trial judge has adopted a condemnatory approach by asking about the accused’s relationship with the co-accused. In a criminal trial, a judge must refrain from making adverse comments or observations before the conclusion of the evidence. (Roseli bin Amat & Ors v Public Prosecutor (1989) 1 LNS 103). The act of the trial judge in criticising the accused also means that he has prejudged the credibility of the accused before the rest of the evidence in the case (Panjavarnan against PP (1966) 1 LNS 130). As a judge, he should maintain neutrality in the whole process of trial, and not be prejudiced towards the accused.

**Competitive – Ordering**

The Excerpt 2 shows the used of competitive illocutionary function which is ordering. The competitive illocutionary function is politeness as a negative character, and its purpose is to reduce the discord implicit in the competition between what S wants to achieve, and what is good manners. As a learned judge (Mah), he should not interrupt during the cross-examination between the S (in the Excerpt 2, the S refer to the deputy public prosecutor) and the accused (J). But in this context, the Judge is not only interrupting the cross-examination but also bluntly ordered the prosecutor to ask the accused directly which implicitly displays that as if the prosecutor did not use the proper questions during the cross-examination.

**Excerpt 2**

S : Saya katakan memang kamu dengan Normira yang mendiami rumah tu sebab gambar kamu ada di ruang tamu turut dijumpai di dalam bilik hadapan jugak, pakaian kamu dan Normira turut dijumpai di dalam bilik itu jugak?
J : Tidak setuju.
Mah : Can you put straight to the witness. He try to say bermakna SD1 ada hubungan sulit dengan Normira? ( Interruption)
TPR : Ya.
Mah : Dan mereka tidur di sana bersama-sama. Tidur di dalam bilik tu, dekat katil tu, gambar tu ada di kepala katil. Gambar dia orang berdua gambar berpelukan ada dalam rumah tu. Itu yang kita nak katakan? (Interruption)
TPR : Ya, Yang Arif.
Mah : Cakaplah straight supaya saksi faham supaya dia boleh jawab dan dia boleh nafikan atau pun dia mengaku kon. Barulah adil kepada dia.
TPR : Baik, Yang Arif.

The role of the prosecuting officer in the adversarial system is to prove the criminal case through the examination of witnesses. While the role of the court is to decide as to the admissibility of evidence and to supervise the parties to maintain order in the courtroom (section 136 Evidence Act). The Judge must refrain himself from asking questions to supplement the case for the prosecution (section 256 (7) of the criminal procedure code).
Excessive interruptions by the Judge in the Excerpt 2 shows that the Judge castigating him as for the way he conducted the examination. The prosecuting officer was not allowed to examine witnesses by using his choice of words. Also, the fact that the Judge asked the prosecuting officer to ask openly (cakaplah straight) about the accused’s sexual relationships are regarded as improper conduct that went beyond the scope of the examination. This is in breach of section 256(5) of the Criminal Procedure Code which prohibits the Judge to induce an accused person to make a criminatory statement of himself. The Excerpt 2 also shows the Judge was threatening the prosecutor’s face by ordering baldly, as well as induce the accused to answer the question as his request (Itu yang kita nak katakan?).

Positive Strategies
Positive strategies in this context are seldomly used by the judiciary in conducting the trial. In this positive strategy, the speaker normally has the power of higher status would use this strategy when converse with the hearer who has the least status. In Excerpt 3 cross-examination, the court employed the competitive-fairness strategies whereby there was a positive-politeness utterance when a judge which has the higher status concerned for hearer’s wants (least status) through the following utterance.

Competitive – Fairness
The Excerpt 3 shows the used of competitive illocutionary function which is fairness. In this context, the competitive illocutionary function shows by the learned judge as being fairness and by prioritise the hearer’s positive face. The learned judge (Mah) tried to be fair during the cross-examination towards the accused by ordering the prosecutor (TPR) to revised his questions.

Excerpt 3
Mah : Cakaplah straight supaya saksi faham supaya dia boleh jawab dan dia boleh nafikan atau pun dia mengaku kan. Barulah adil kepada dia.
TPR : Baik, Yang Arif.

Being the highest in the hierarchy, the Judge in this case uttered the phrase ‘barulah adil kepada dia’ to the deputy public prosecutor to show the judicial consideration in emphasising the need to practice fairness and addressing positive face towards the accused. The utterance conveys by the Judge show fairness towards the accused in trial during the cross-examination. The context show that the Judge demonstrate positive value with regard of the accused position in the trial.

Negative Strategies
Negative strategies in this context of the study became a common strategy by the deputy public prosecutor in establishing a case against the accused. However, there is also the utterance convey by the learned judge and the accused that implied negative strategy. The Excerpt 4 show both parties, the learned judge and the accused had adopted the negative strategy to address a third party using a ‘Mr.’ as uttered by both of them and referred to ‘Mr. Wong’. In addition, the accused was also in a similar vibe by showing his respects towards the learned judge by calling him ‘Yang Arif’.
**Competitive – Asking**
The Excerpt 4 shows the used of competitive illocutionary function which is asking. In this cross-examination, the learned judge (S) questioned the accused (J) about the possession of the house that has been used for the labour works.

**Excerpt 4**

\[
\begin{align*}
S & : \text{Rumah siapa tu?} \\
J & : \text{Rumah Mr. Wong.} \\
S & : \text{Kenapa pulak tinggal dekat sana kalau rumah Mr. Wong?} \\
J & : \text{Saya ada buat kerja maintenance dekat kondo ini Yang Arif.}
\end{align*}
\]

During the cross-examination, the learned judge (S) also used the same term of address to refer to the third party in asking to the accused. In this negative strategy, when a person called someone with certain term of address, it is to show that the person implied to minimise the FTA. Although the accused show his respects towards the learned judge based on the above excerpt, but there was a situation he is being impolite. This is because there is also a reply from the accused who should implies negative politeness, but he had posed a face threat to the judges by using affirmation of "kan" and "tadi" as in the following excerpt.

**Conflicitive – Asseveration**
The Excerpt 5 shows the used of conflictive illocutionary function which is asseveration. As a person that has least hierarchy in the conversation, the accused should demonstrate politeness strategies towards the highest hierarchy in the context of conversation during the cross-examination.

**Excerpt 5**

\[
\begin{align*}
S & : \text{Kamu kata nak masuk palang perlukan kad pass kan, jadi macam mana dia boleh masuk?} \\
J & : \text{Pasal Awi dah beberapa kali pergi, jadi jaga di situ memang dah tahu budak-budak pekerja saya.} \\
S & : \text{Jadi maksudnya kamu memang tinggal di situ sebab itu pengawal pun tahu siapa kawan-kawan kamu yang akan masuk?} \\
J & : \text{Kan saya dah cakap tadi saya tinggal di situ sebelum saya kahwin.}
\end{align*}
\]

Being in the least hierarchy in the context of trial, the accused should imply negative strategy by answering the questions politely and avoid using words like ‘kan’ and ‘tadi’ to show his asseveration. As an alternative, he could response as “saya sudah bagitau yang saya tinggal di situ sebelum saya kahwin” to minimise the FTA.

**Bald off Record**
Supposedly, in this context, the usage of implicit language is to illustrate politeness bald off record. However, the judge utilised impolitely the strategy and resulted in face-threatening the accused. The following conflictive goals with accusation and mocking nature reflected the above-mentioned politeness strategies.
Conflictive – Accusation

The Excerpt 6 shows the used of conflictive illocutionary function which is accusation. In this context, the conflictive illocutionary function shows by the learned judge (Mah) as accusation towards the accused (J) during the cross-examination. The unfair accusation made by the Judge pressured the accused to explain unnecessary and irrelevant matters to the Judge who is also the person deciding over the case.

Excerpt 6

Mah : Kawasan tu dekat mana, kawasan mana?
J : Dekat Limbongan sebelah Kondo.
Mah : Lepas kamu dapat kerja di Limbongan, dah habis keja di Limbongan
J : Ya.
Mah : Kamu kerja di tempat lain pulak
J : Ya.
Mah : Jadi kenapa tak bawa barang-barang ini ke tempat lain, susah di stor di Semabok? Kenapa pulak nak kena tinggal separuh sana, tinggal separuh di sini?
Mah : Memang kamu kerja bersepah-sepah
J : Bukan
Mah : Jadi perempuan pun bersepah-sepah macam tu?
J : Maksud saya barang saya letak...
Mah : Kan satu ni, satu perempuan simpan macam tu, memang perangai kamu macam tu ke?
J : Maksud saya masa itu kebetulan Mat Dali pun menyewa dekat situ Yang Arif. Masa Mat Dali sewa dekat situ memang kita orang letak barang dekat situ. Menang ada letak mesin potong dan benda yang saya dah angkat bawa keluar, dah ada yang masih tersimpan dekat situ.

The power of the judge to ask questions from the accused only to explain facts that may stand against him unexplained (Section 256 (6) Criminal Procedure Code). Also, section 165 of the Evidence Act provides that, asking questions by a judge is allowed when the judge considers it necessary to the case. However, the excerpt above shows that the judge has used a hostile approach by showing he was annoyed with the answer given by the accused. The Judge even went further to criticise the accused’s relationship with a woman as stated in “perempuan pun bersepah-sepah” meaning that the accused have scandal with many women.

Conflictive – Mocking

The Excerpt 7 shows the used of conflictive illocutionary function which is mocking. The conflictive illocutionary function shows by the learned judge (Mah) as mocking towards the accused (J) in this context. The learned judge scorned the accused’s statement by saying the accused is not the person who can read the thoughts of the police officer in charge.
Excerpt 7

Mah : 3 polis tu tak nampak Awi?
J : Dia nampak tapi saya anggap dia nampak dia ingat Awi ini penghuni Kondo
Mah : Kamu tak baca fikiran dalam kepala dia. Kamu bukan ahli fizik ke, ahli bomoh ke boleh tahu apa dalam fikiran polis tu? Soalan saya sekarang ini 3 polis nampak ke tak Awi?
J : Ada nampak Awi ...
Mah : Tadi saya tanya dia kata memang tak ada langsung gambar dekat sana?

As shown in the above excerpt, the judge has ridiculed the answer given by the accused person by suggesting that the accused cannot discern the thoughts of others without any expert knowledge. The evidence given by the accused was controlled very closely by the Judge which did not give a room for the accused to testify using his own words. Criticism by the learned judge on the evidence given by the accused may lead to prejudice and bias against the accused person. In the case of Awaluddin Suratman & Ors v Public Prosecutor (1991) 2 CLJ 310, it was decided that the trial judge has to act impartially between the prosecution and undefended accused person.

Conclusion

Politeness strategies in criminal trials is crucial in upholding fairness in judicial decisions in Malaysia. This study found that the illocutionary functions are performed in two main types of competitive and conflictive. Competitive goals of discourteous in nature were reflected in the bald on record (Baldly) by ordering in which the learned judge interrupted the cross examination between a prosecutor and an accused. This study found that the bald on record and bald off record strategies conveyed by the learned judge in the reviewed case was surpass the deputy public prosecutor’s role. Hence, it is an opportunity to the accused to make an appeal of his sentence. However, a positive strategy of competitive highlighted a goal of fairness between a judge and a deputy public prosecutor. Negative strategies involving competitive-asking goals was found between the deputy public prosecutor and the accused.

The conflictive goals dominated the politeness strategies in the reviewed case. They are bald on record related to conflictive nature with criticizing goals between the learned judge and the accused; conflictive with asseveration goals between the deputy public prosecutor and the accused; bald off record of conflictive goals with accusation and mocking between the highest hierarchy, the judge and the least hierarchy, the accused. The impolite nature of the conflictive goals may result in causing offences in which able to compromise the fairness of the criminal trial.
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